
MARKET WATCH UPDATE 

TODAY'S TOPICS

Midyear Outlook: Navigating Turbulence & Midterm Elections Impact
What we are Watching
Behavioral Finance Topic-of-the-Week
Key Market Levels

Mark your Calendar: In3 = Investing in Innovation Seminar 

The sources of (2022) turbulence are clear. A global economy that was
already vulnerable to inflation from supply chain disruptions, tight labor
markets, excess stimulus, and loose monetary policy came under more
pressure when Russian aggression in Ukraine added sharply rising
commodity prices and Europe on the brink of recession to the mix. The
effects have included renewed pressure on interest rates, which hurt bond
investors and contributed to tightening financial conditions, and a much
more aggressive stance by the Federal Reserve (Fed) and other global
central banks. Add in the typical market challenges of a midterm election
year and the third year of a bull market, and it’s not surprising it’s been a
bumpy ride. 

Midterm Elections – The pendulum almost always swings back
towards the opposing presidents’ party

Midterm elections are often a balancing act for voters, historically
tilting heavily against the sitting president’s party.
Since 1900, the president’s party has lost House seats in midterms
87% of the time, averaging 30 seats lost (remember, all House seats
are up for re-election in midterms).
In the Senate, where only about one-third of seats are up for grabs,
the president’s party has lost seats 67% of the time with an average
loss of three seats.

The year after midterm elections has historically been quite strong for
stocks (see below chart). Incredibly, the S&P 500 has been higher a
year after every midterm election since 1950. That is 18 out of 18
years, with the average gain a year later a very solid 14.5%.

WHAT WE ARE WATCHING

The following economic data is slated to be released during the week
ahead:

Monday: --- 

Tuesday: ---

Wednesday: Consumer Price Index (CPI)

Thursday: Jobless Claims. Producer Price Index (PPI)

Friday: Consumer Sentiment

BEHAVIORAL TOPIC OF THE WEEK

“Behavioral finance rests on a simple premise: The biggest risks in
investing are embedded in ourselves as decision makers. Biology

encourages our brains to take cognitive shortcuts that can cause big
problems.” -Peter M.J. Gross

There are six emotional biases:

1.  Loss aversion.
2. Overconfidence.
3. Self-control.
4. Status quo.
5. Endowment.
6. Regret aversion.

Definition: Endowment bias occurs when a person values an asset more
when they own it than when they do not.

Effect of Endowment bias:

Endowment bias may inspire investors’ failure or reluctance to
dispose of certain assets and replace them with others.
Investors tend to maintain ownership of assets with which they are
familiar.
In some cases, an investor’s asset allocation may not be suitable.
Consequently, there could be incongruence among an investor’s
investment portfolio, risk tolerance, and financial goals.

How to Detect and Overcome Endowment Bias:

Wealth managers have seen clients hesitant to sell inherited securities due
to emotional attachment. Such clients could be seen as disloyal by selling
inherited securities.

(Source: CFA Institute, AnalystPrep)

MARKET SUPPORT

The key level of support to watch for the S&P 500 is at around the 3,666
level.

The key level of resistance to watch for the S&P 500 is at around 4,000 to
4,160

Recall these are key technical levels we look for the market to either hold
or push through when look at the potential for future moves. Common
support levels can be the 50- and 200-day moving averages as well as
other technical levels such as previous market highs or lows.

DON'T MISS OUR NEXT ZOOM
SEMINAR..

Date: Thursday, August 18 

Time: 5:00-6:00pm MT

Where: Zoom 

Host: Bradley J. Warden - Managing Director, Senior Portfolio Manager
for Ivy Investments (now part of Macquarie). 

RSVP: Not necessary - Click the button below to join the session. 

How do the advances in technology  impact our lives today? During this
hour long Zoom, we will discuss the following topics:

1. Data & Economics:

-How does 'Big Data' affect you and your family?

-Can Data evolution simplify daily life? 

-What is the Tradeoff between privacy and sufficient information?

2. Transportation

-Autonomous driving and flying taxis?

3. FinTech

-Stock trading more accessible than ever to mass market consumers with
heavily gamified user interfaces

4. Biotech & Genomics

-The cost to sequence a genome

-Editing DNA

-Living therapies and One-Dose cures

------------------

Bradley Warden & Ivy Investments are not affiliated with Johlfs
Financial Group or LPL Financial. 

Click to Join

More Info on our Events Page

Visit the JFG YouTube Channel

Content in this material is for general information only and not
intended to provide specific advice or recommendations for any

individual. All performance referenced is historical and is no guarantee
of future results. All indices are unmanaged and may not be invested

into directly. 
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